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    Quality teaching from professional and caring 
teachers

    Unique and practical language courses and career 
programs

    An excellent mix of nationalities, with students from 
more than 70 countries

A chance not only to learn but also to connect with 
many different people who can change your life!
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Welcome
to SELC
Making a difference in your life since 1985

At SELC we are dedicated

to providing our students with:

MORE THAN CAREER COURSES
AND LANGUAGE
PROGRAMS IN
TWO COUNTRIES

STUDENTS FROM
COUNTRIES

AROUND

THE WORLD

45,000 15+
70
MORE THAN

STUDENTS GRADUATED

SELC was founded in 1985 in Sydney, making it one of 
the longest-established schools in Australia.
SELC Canada opened its doors in Vancouver in 2012 
and, since then, SELC Vancouver has developed its 
own unique culture and atmosphere.

With over 30 years of making a difference by providing 
quality education services, SELC also has Career 
Colleges in both Sydney and Vancouver. As the world 
faces a global skills shortage, SELC seeks to meet the 
demand for quality vocational education and training 
closely linked to industry.

Our innovative language and vocational programs are 
designed to ensure that SELC graduates have a 
distinctive experience to be able to have both 
fulfilling careers and lives.

Our background
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Over the last thirty years, SELC has developed its 
own unique educational experience, which
separates us from larger, less personal schools in 
Australia and internationally.
With the range and quality of the facilities SELC 
has to offer, students immediately gain a sense 
of the more personal and nurturing learning 
environment which is an integral part of SELC’s 
culture.

    Excellent facilities and a wide range of 

interesting courses

    Highly qualified and experienced teachers

    Personalised and friendly student services

    A mix of student nationalities that provides a 

diverse cultural experience

Why Choose
SELC Australia?
What exactly distinguishes
SELC from other schools?

SELC offers a wide range of study pathways to 
Universities and Colleges, including SELC Career 
College Australia.
At SELC Career College, students have the 
opportunity to learn from qualified trainers with 
up-to-date industry experience.
Students from both the language and career 
college benefit from SELC’s Career Advisor who, 
upon their arrival, will provide students with advice 
on adjusting to the workplace in Australia.
As part of our Career Pathway Program, SELC 
organises workshops with industry professionals, 
assists students with their CV, job-seeking and 
applications, and interview techniques.

Study and Career
Pathways

SELC Australia is located in the beautiful city of 
Sydney. With one campus in the CBD and the other 
only 15 minutes away from the world-famous 
Bondi Beach, SELC offers a pleasant learning 
environment with modern facilities.

Location and Facilities

Quality and Variety



    Highly qualified and experienced teachers - 
SELC teachers are all university graduates, 
experienced and qualified instructors who take 
part in an ongoing professional development 
program.
    The structure of our 4-week programs, which 
include skills electives and extra workshops, is 
suitable for students on any type of visa, with a 
variety of different goals for their language 
learning.
    High level of support with academic counselling 
and progress reports for all SELC students during 
their courses.

Academic Excellence
and Support

SELC Australia offers a range of high-quality 
accommodation options, including friendly 
Australian Homestay families and SELC Bondi 
Lodge which is privately managed by SELC for our 
students only.

SELC Exclusive
Accommodation Options

Nationality Mix

Other

8%

Latin
America

14%

Europe

41%
Asia

37%

Australia

4
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SELC Australia

The 6th largest country in the 
world, it covers almost 8 million 
square kilometres and has a 
population of 25 million. The vast 
majority of the population lives in 
major cities.

Landscapes include beautiful 
beaches, rainforests, deserts, 
ski-fields and alpine regions, as 
well as the rich, red earth of the 
world famous outback.

The Indigenous 'Dream Time' is 
the spiritual foundation for some 
sixty thousand years of aboriginal 
culture, comprising art, dance, 
language, legends, myths and 
folklore.

Today's Australia is very 
multicultural, with significant 
populations of migrants from 
some 200 countries. Around a 
quarter of Australia’s population 
was born overseas.

Interesting facts about Australia

Most of Australia's exotic flora 
and fauna cannot be found 
anywhere else in the world.

Australia is highly urbanised and 
most people live on the coast, 
with a strong beach culture and 
easy access to scenic and natural 
environments.

Australia was the second country 
in the world to give women the 
right to vote in 1902.

Kangaroo meat can be purchased 
from the supermarket or butcher 
and is available on restaurant 
menus as a healthier alternative 
to beef or lamb. 

Australia is the sports capital of 
the world with a wide range of 
sports played or watched by the 
majority of the population 
including rugby, cricket, surfing 
and sailing. 



SELC in Bondi

SELC and SELC Bondi lodge are centrally located in 
Sydney’s Eastern Suburbs, right at the heart of bus 
and train connections, a short trip to Bondi Beach 
or the city centre, and close to major universities.

SELC offers a pleasant learning environment with 
modern, comfortable facilities.

Minutes from great shopping, supermarkets 

and department stores.

State-of-the-art cinema and entertainment.

International food courts, restaurants and 

cafés.

Gyms and Fitness Centres.

Pedestrian mall with weekly street markets.

22 classrooms, most with natural light

State-of-the-art student-operated café

Information notice boards (accommodation, 

work, social activities)

Free wireless internet access

Table tennis

Drinks machines

Microwaves

Large balcony with panoramic bay views

Computer lab with more than 50 computers

Library: books, test/grammar practice materials 

SELC customized e-learning platform

Magazines, newspapers and books to read with 

librarian on duty to help and advise

Sydney’s Bondi Beach is a great

place to live and study English

66



• A private room with: a bed, a desk or a table, a 
chair, a lamp and storage space

• Breakfast and dinner every day (half-board) OR 
use of kitchen facilities (room & facilities)

• A house key

• Bed linen

• The opportunity to practise your English
Note: SELC Homestay is available only while you are a SELC student

What you can expect from

your SELC Homestay

Half Board
• Private home
• Breakfast and dinner provided each day

Room And Facilities
• Private home
• No meals provided
• Use of all facilities at the house

Types of Homestay

Accommodation
Options in Sydney

Wherever possible, accommodation is located 
close to SELC for your convenience.
SELC’s Homestay Program involves Australian 
families in the Eastern Suburbs who are visited 
and interviewed by SELC’s full-time, dedicated 
accommodation staff. Families are chosen for 
their high-quality accommodation, friendliness, 
and interest in people from other cultures.

7

SELC Homestay



Wi-Fi internet

TV/DVD

Room cleaning weekly

Fully equipped kitchen / laundry facilities

Single, twin, double or triple rooms available

Rooms with private bathrooms available

3-level building with 25 bedrooms

Large outdoor area

Tea and Coffee provided daily

SELC Bondi Lodge offers a safe, clean, 
convenient and affordable accommodation 
option for students.
This spacious and comfortable accommodation 
is perfectly located just 10 minutes walking 
from SELC, within easy walking distance of the 
shores of Bondi Beach and a short 25-minute 
bus ride to downtown Sydney.

SELC Bondi Lodge is managed and operated 
exclusively by our dedicated and professional 
accommodation staff so you can be confident of 
securing a quality stay while studying English 
language or a vocational course with us at SELC.

SELC Bondi Lodge

Bondi

Lodge

Bondi
Beach

8
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• Monthly welcome party for new students

• Weekly sports activities, including football and 

beach volleyball

• Sightseeing trips in Sydney

• Weekend trips to surfing beaches, farms, 

wineries and the Blue Mountains

• Regular movie and trivia nights

• Evening harbour cruise parties

• Special cultural and sporting events

• Barbecues on the beach

• Boot camps

• Bowling, tennis, golf and football games

SELC Social Activities

Social activities at
The Kookaburra Club

• We organise all kinds of activities for our 

students to help them explore and enjoy Sydney.

• Surfing lessons and surf weekends

• Skydiving

• Sydney Harbour Bridge climb, jetboat and other 

harbour activities

• Bushwalking

• Sydney Aquarium and famous zoos

• Help with flights, accommodation and travel 

plans outside Sydney

Weekend activities
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SELC students benefit from SELC’s Career 

Advisor, who can provide students with advice on 

adjusting to the workplace in Australia.

As part of this exclusive SELC program, students 

have access to a wide range of services including:

    One-to-One or small group discussions on 

career and education options with a view to 

identifying and addressing skills gaps.

    Strategic support for employment, education 

and training.

    Assistance with CV, job seeking, applications 

and interview techniques.

    Workshops with industry professionals.

    Seminars and presentations on all aspects of 

career, work and professional development.

    Assistance with pathways to colleges and 

universities for further studies in vocational and 

higher education courses.

    Assistance with arranging interviews to 

organise internships, work experience and paid 

employment.

Career Pathway
Program 

SELC Special Program

11
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General English is the first choice for 
students who want to be able to use English 
more comfortably in a wide variety of ‘real 
life’ situations. While all skills are taught, 
there is a focus on communication in 
speaking and listening which includes a wide 
range of functional English to help students 
feel at ease in any English-speaking 
environment right from the beginning.

One to One / Private Lessons
If you have limited time or specific needs, you 

may be interested in private lessons. We can 

arrange short-term one-to-one  private tuition 

with a SELC teacher.

General Intensive English
CRICOS Course Code: 030264E
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Focusing on: Reading, Writing, Listening and Speaking
Using a progressive and innovative approach, these 
classes are designed to give students more individual 
feedback and allow them to improve their English more 
quickly and helping the more studious to progress to 
the next level rapidly.
Our teachers provide access to a variety of materials 
for each level and each skill and can design your 
afternoon activity to suit your individual level. SELC 
also offers access to a substantial bank of e-learning 
resources.
The morning classes deliver the essential grammar 
and vocabulary at each level, providing a platform for 
the Skills Development classes in the afternoon.

Afternoon Skills  Development
for General English

News-based lessons

Task-based lessons

Discussions

Individual counselling

Video lessons

Integrated SELC e-learning

Using English in the real world, e.g. shopping, 

eating out, going to a post office or bank

Project work

Course Features

Why you should do this course



I decided to study at SELC’s Bondi 
Campus so that I could be right in the 
centre of Sydney. It’s a great school and 
the teachers are generous with both their 
time, knowledge and great advice on how 
to improve your English.
Yoji Nakamura - Japan

COURSE
OPTIONS TUTORIALS WORKSHOPS ENTRY

LEVEL
LESSONS

(20 hrs/week)
DURATION

START
DATES

Daytime

8:30 to 14:00
Monday to Thursday

8:30 to 12:00
on Fridays

Beginner to
Advanced

Intermediate to
Upper Intermediate--17:00 to 21:15

Monday to FridayEvening

4 - 12 weeks

4 - 12 weeks

Any Monday

Any Monday

12:45 to 13:45
on Fridays

(1 hr/week)

14:15 to 15:15
Monday to Thursday

(4 hrs/week)
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Every Wednesday intermediate and higher level 
students do a full-day elective course giving them 
another opportunity for a change in learning 
environment and to help motivate them, allowing them 
to focus on their choice of skills.
Students are able to focus on conversation skills or 
grammar & writing, and for students looking for a break 
from classroom-based studying, we offer fun cultural 
alternatives which enable them to explore more of 
Sydney. Please note, electives offered are changed 
regularly and may include the following areas of study.

SELC Electives
Full-day for for General Intensive English Students

This class usually goes outside the school for activities 
such as barbecues at the beach, coastal walks, art 
exhibitions, rock-climbing. There is always something 
interesting in Sydney making for great discussion and 
cultural awareness.

Australian Studies

This elective looks at the practice and language of 
Health & Nutrition, Sport & Fitness, Alternative 
Therapies and Wellbeing (meditation, yoga, etc.). Our 
teachers are passionate about this topic, making for a 
very interesting and different elective.

Health & Fitness

This elective is designed for Intermediate and weak 
Upper Intermediate students as a preparation for 
students interested in doing a Cambridge course in the 
future. It provides a sample of the Cambridge style of 
examining and learning.

Foundation of Cambridge

In the Grammar Elective students can focus on any 
troubling grammar points that they feel uncomfortable 
with. The teacher will start the term with a needs 
analysis and will design the 4 week elective to suit the 
class’s learning requirements.

Grammar Elective

Offers students the opportunity to learn and practice 
new language while developing some basic 
photography skills, going to unique places in Sydney, 
possibly a photography exhibition and learning how to 
use technology to enhance photos.

Photography

Focuses on vocabulary and grammar necessary in the 
business world. Topics can include human resources, 
recruitment, banking, finance, economic trends, sales 
and marketing, import/export, manufacturing. A needs 
analysis will be conducted at the beginning of the term.

Business English

15

• Written Communication skills 
• Conversation and listening skills
• Australian cultural studies
• Special Interest studies
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The best thing about studying at SELC is 
the support given by the teachers and the 
way that they guide you to learn what you 
want and what you need. The interaction 
between teachers and students is great, 
and that’s the best way to learn a new 
language in my opinion.
Chloe Dubois - France



The Cambridge exams (FCE, CAE and CPE) 
are essential in many countries and SELC’s 
Cambridge Test Preparation course, taught by 
highly experienced teachers, helps students 
achieve the best results. Studying for the 
Cambridge exams is both intensive and 
challenging and can help students gain 
employment and lay the foundation for their 
future  success in business.

First (FCE) - Upper Intermediate Level

Advanced (CAE) - Advanced Level

Proficiency (CPE) - Very Advanced Level
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SELC has been running Cambridge courses for 

more than 15 years.

Some of SELC's teachers have taught more 

than 20 different Cambridge groups.

SELC is one of the few schools in Sydney 

which can prepare students for the CPE exam.

Why SELC Cambridge Courses?

Why you should do this course

CRICOS Course Code: 030269M

Cambridge Test Preparation

Authorised Preparation Centre



Upper Intermediate
to Advanced--17:00 to 21:15

Monday to FridayEvening 10 or 12 weeks
4 intakes per year.

Please refer to
SELC Calendar.

I would like to say thanks to all the 
teachers and amazing staff at SELC for 
making my English studies such a great 
experience while I was in Sydney. I will 
never forget the amazing time I had at 
SELC.
Valentina Colombo Torres - Spain

Daytime
English

8:30 to 14:00
Monday to Thursday

8:30 to 12:00
on Fridays

12:45 to 13:45
on Fridays

(1 hr/week)

Upper Intermediate
to Advanced

14:15 to 15:15
Monday to Thursday

(4 hrs/week*)
10 or 12 weeks

4 intakes per year.
Please refer to
SELC Calendar.

COURSE
OPTIONS TUTORIALS WORKSHOPS ENTRY

LEVEL
LESSONS

(20 hrs/week)
DURATION

START
DATES

*Cambridge students are expected to attend guided tutorials for exam practice.

18



This module is intended for those who wish to 
enrol in universities and other institutions of 
higher education.

IELTS measures your ability to communicate in 
English across all four language skills: listening, 
reading, writing and speaking. It is for people who 
plan to study or work where English is the 
language of communication.
Candidates may choose either the Academic 
Module or the General Training Module.

IELTS Preparation

IELTS Modules

The Academic Module

This module is for those planning to undertake 
non-academic training, gain work experience or to 
immigrate to Australia.

The General Training Module

19

The IELTS Preparation course is ideal for 
those who need to prepare for the IELTS test. 
Students improve their language proficiency 
and exam techniques through skills 
development and graded test practice, 
focusing on each module and key task types. 
SELC is an authorised pre-test centre, 
enabling students to gain practice using 
authentic IELTS materials.

Why you should do this course

Detailed analysis of the test format and task 

types for Listening, Reading, Writing and 

Speaking.

Guided practice using IELTS question types for 

Listening and Reading.

Exercises matching the requirements of the 

marking criteria for Speaking and Writing.

Intensive study of key areas of vocabulary and 

grammar of IELTS related topics.

Practice tests every 2 weeks.

Course Features

CRICOS Course Code: 068858K



Taking SELC IELTS Preparation course 
was one of the best choices I have made. 
I improved my writing and reading skills 
and learned so many strategies for the 
test. I feel confident and  recommend this 
course to any students preparing for their 
IELTS exam. The teachers are great and 
very helpful.
Giacomo Moretti - Italy

Daytime

8:30 to 14:00
Monday to Thursday

8:30 to 12:00
on Fridays

12:45 to 13:45
on Fridays

(1 hr/week)

Intermediate
to Advanced

Intermediate
to Advanced-

14:15 to 15:15
Monday to Thursday

(4 hrs/week)

-17:00 to 21:15
Monday to FridayEvening

4 - 24 weeks

4 - 24 weeks

Every 4 Weeks.
Please refer to
SELC Calendar.

Every 4 Weeks.
Please refer to
SELC Calendar.

COURSE
OPTIONS TUTORIALS WORKSHOPS ENTRY

LEVEL
LESSONS

(20 hrs/week)
DURATION

START
DATES

20



Highly integrated course:
All academic English needs are met in this more 

accessible course for students who need IELTS 

preparation, university preparation, direct entry to 

over 45 colleges or universities, or simply a 

well-structured, serious English course.

Academic
English Program

* Students who wish to enter courses requiring IELTS 6.5 or above may need 
more than 12 weeks in AEP 1

Academic English Exit Points

SELC Levels

AEP 1
(12 weeks)

AEP 2
(12 weeks)

AEP 3
(12 weeks)

IELTS 5.5
(reading/wrinting)

IELTS 5.0
(reading/wrinting)

IELTS 4.5
(reading/wrinting)

70 - 85

60

55

6.0 - 7.0

5.5

5.0

Entry IELTS SELC
Exit Marks Exit IELTS

SELC’s Academic English Program (AEP) is 
designed for students interested in studying 
at university or college. This course is 
designed to help students develop the 
language and study skills necessary for 
enrolment in an English-speaking 
environment at university, college or TAFE.

Our curriculum has the
following features:

Academic reading and writing

Vocabulary extension

Text analysis

Report and essay writing

Study skills and strategies

Listening and note-taking skills

Grammar for study of academic materials

Research project work

Seminar/ presentation delivery

IELTS test preparation skills

3 levels from intermediate to advanced, from 

IELTS 4.5 up to 7.0+

A comprehensive academic English course 

catering for IELTS preparation and all students 

who will need English for further study.

Entry point every 4 weeks.

Why you should do this course

CRICOS Course Code: 082833
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*AEP students are expected to attend guided tutorials for skills improvement.

At SELC I had the best experience in 
improving my English. I went all the way 
from Beginner to Advanced then took 
SELC Academic English Program so I 
could get into university. My teachers at 
uni always compliment my English 
language skills and I owe it all to SELC.
Anna Fischer Jung  - Brazil

Daytime
English

8:30 to 14:00
Monday to Thursday

8:30 to 12:00
on Fridays

Beginner to
Advanced4 - 36 weeks

Every 4 Weeks.
Please refer to
SELC Calendar.

COURSE
OPTIONS TUTORIALS WORKSHOPS ENTRY

LEVEL
LESSONS

(20 hrs/week)
DURATION

START
DATES

12:45 to 13:45
on Fridays

(1 hr/week)

14:15 to 15:15
Monday to Thursday

(4 hrs/week*)

22



English for Customer
Service Communication
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Operating SELC’s café

• Cashier work

• Serving students and teachers

• Working under pressure

• Maintenance and cleaning of coffee machines

Customer Service

• Taking reservations and orders

• Dealing with complaints

• Small talk and greeting guests

• Presenting menus and explaining the bill

• Telephone language

• Practical coffee skills

Practical Coffee Skills

• Coffee knowledge

• Coffee making and coffee art

• Quality control

• Job-seeking assistance

• Job ads / jobs and workplaces / resume writing

• English studies and professional barista training

• Practical vocational training for real café work

• 4 weeks full-time course

• Improve their English communication skills for 

the hospitality industry

• Become a barista

• Get work in a café or restaurant

• Improve their conversation skills in the English 

language

This course is for
people who want to:

• The Barista Skills Certificate

• Certificate of Coffee-making (Latte Art)

• SELC’s Certificate in English for Customer 

Service Communication

ECSC graduates
receive 3 certificates:

• The RSA (Responsible Service of

Alcohol) Certificate

• The RCG (Responsible Conduct of Gambling) 

Certificate

SELC can also arrange
for students to enrol in:

Course Structure

CRICOS Course Code: 053857A



My experience in Australia and at SELC 
couldn’t be better. My teachers are very 
professional and really know how to 
make you learn. Thanks SELC for being 
such a great college.
Jana Borgova - Slovakia
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Daytime
English

8:30 to 14:00
Monday to Thursday

8:30 to 12:00
on Fridays

All Levels4 weeks
Every 4 Weeks.
Please refer to
SELC Calendar.

COURSE
OPTIONS TUTORIALS WORKSHOPS ENTRY

LEVEL
LESSONS

(20 hrs/week)
DURATION

START
DATES

12:45 to 13:45
on Fridays

(1 hr/week)

14:15 to 15:15
Monday to Thursday

(4 hrs/week)



SELC has 4-week terms for most programs, giving 
more motivated students the opportunity every 
four weeks to progress faster through class levels 
based on their individual progress. Students can 
also change their individual study plan to 
experience the full range of our English language 
programs.

Improve your English
faster at SELC

Accelerated Academic Progress

As part of SELC’S first day placement test, arriving 
students have their English level checked and their 
goals are discussed in a one-to-one interview with 
a SELC teacher.
From the beginning of their program, students 
have the opportunity to focus on developing the 
skills which need extra work.
The Student Progress Report essentially provides 
students with an ongoing snapshot of their 
development in all skills and is useful in identifying 
areas of weakness which can be focused on in 
afternoon Skills Development classes and 
Wednesday electives.

Progress Testing and Individual
Academic Progress Report

25
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SELC Afternoon
Tutorials and Workshops

All SELC students, regardless of level, are able to 

sign up for our afternoon tutorials and workshops. 

In these sessions, each student can discuss any 

concerns with their experienced teachers 

regarding specific areas of weakness in their 

language development, and receive individualized 

advice on how they can improve.

These sessions are ideal for motivated students 

hoping to make faster progress towards achieving 

their goals or entrance to further study.

SELC regularly changes the options to provide a 

variety of after-class activities for our students. 

With the help of a teacher students can improve their 
English pronunciation which at the same time will help 
with listening skills. Lots of fun and designed for all 
levels of English.

Pronunciation

Students having trouble with their homework can join 
our Homework Club and get help from teachers in a 
face-to-face tutorial.

Homework Club

A teacher will guide students through the process of 
how to access and use SELC’s Online Learning Platform 
so they can study in their free-time.

Supervised E-learning 

A professional personal trainer guides students through 
a group exercise class. There are two guided 30-minute 
classes and the gym is open for students for 1 hour for 
free exercises every Friday.

Fitness Workshop

Students improve their speaking skills by joining in 
conversations with other students. Guided by a teacher, 
students will learn useful expressions for talking to 
friends and strangers.

Conversation
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SELC Australia
English Courses Timetables

LUNCH

MondayTime Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Lesson 18:30 - 10:00
90 minutes

10:30 - 12:00
90 minutes

10:00 - 10:30

12:45 - 14:00
75 minutes

12:00 - 12:45

14:00 - 14:15

Lesson 1 Lesson 1 Lesson 1

Lesson 2 Lesson 2 Lesson 2 Lesson 2

Lesson 3 Lesson 3 Lesson 3
Workshop

12:45 - 13:45

14:15 - 15:15
60 minutes Tutorial Tutorial Tutorial Tutorial -

BREAK

BREAK

Full-time Intensive Timetable

General English
Electives

General English
Electives

General English
Electives

MondayTime Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Lesson 18:30 - 10:00
90 minutes

10:30 - 12:00
90 minutes

10:00 - 10:30

Lesson 1 Lesson 1 Lesson 1

Lesson 2 Lesson 2

General English
Electives*

* Students are welcome to join the Wednesday afternoon General English Electives from 12:45pm.

General English
Electives* Lesson 2 Lesson 2

BREAK

Part-time Standard Timetable

Lesson 1

MondayTime Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Evening Timetable

17:00 - 19:00
120 minutes

19:15 - 21:15
120 minutes

19:00 - 19:15

Lesson 1 Lesson 1 Lesson 1 Lesson 1

Lesson 2 Lesson 2 Lesson 2 Lesson 2 Lesson 2

BREAK

For more information about General English Electives, see page 15.
For more information about Tutorials and Workshops, see page 26.



Student Program
Progression Table

An overall guide to SELC courses and their levels with entry and exit points

SELC
Levels

Beginner (8 or 12 w
ks)

SELC Levels and standardised test score comparisons (Min. entry to max exit)

SELC Courses

General English (4 - 52wks)

Academic English (4 - 36 wks)

IELTS Preparation (4 - 24 wks)

Cambridge Test Preparation Programs
(4 - 12 wks)

English for Customer Service
Communication (4 wks)

IELTS

TOEFL (IBT)

TOEIC

CEFR Levels*

< 4.5

< 34

540 - 580

A2

4.5 - 5.5

35 - 59

580 - 620

B1

5.5 - 6.5

60 - 84

620 - 720

B2

6.5 - 7.5

85 +

720 +

C1 C2A1

Elem
entary (8 or 12 w

ks)

Pre-Interm
ediate (8 or 12 w

ks)

Interm
ediate (8 or 12 w

ks)

Upper-Interm
ediate (8 or 12 w

ks)

A
dvanced (8 or 12 w

ks)

N
ear N

ative

*The Common European Framework of Reference
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We can provide direct entry
to tertiary institutions

Our Academic Advisor will help 
students to:

• Research which courses are 

available.

• Choose the best course.

• Enrol at university, college or 

TAFE.

At SELC, we believe that our 
students’ success is our 
success. Students who want to 
study at university, college or 
TAFE in Australia can be 
assured that we
will help them to get there.

Academic Pathways
Success at university, college or 
TAFE in Australia starts with the 
Academic English Program 
(AEP) at SELC. Many SELC 
students go on to further study 
in Australia and SELC has 
developed a range of links with 
major universities, colleges and 
TAFEs around Australia.
SELC’s direct entry pathways 
allow students to enter directly 
into Foundation, Diploma, 
Bachelor and Master courses 
without an IELTS test.

To get direct entry without an IELTS test, students need to 
successfully complete a full 10-week cycle of AEP at SELC at the 
appropriate level.
To qualify for a Letter of Recommendation from SELC, students need 
to perform well in the following:

• Project work
• Presentation
• Homework

• Class participation
• Progress Tests

SELC Academic Pathways



Why Choose SELC Career
Colleges Australia?

SELC Career Pathways

CHC30113
CRICOS CODE: 081686E
Certificate III in Early Childhood Education & Care

CHC50113
CRICOS CODE: 081687D
Diploma of Early Childhood Education & Care

BSB30415
CRICOS CODE: 089939B
Certificate III in Business Administration

BSB50215
CRICOS CODE: 095548M
Diploma of Business

BSB41515
CRICOS CODE: 095546B
Certificate IV in Project Management Practice

BSB51415
CRICOS CODE: 089940J
Diploma of Project Management 

BSB61215
CRICOS CODE: 095549K
Advanced Diploma of Program Management 

BSB42015
CRICOS CODE: 05547A
Certificate IV in Leadership and Management

BSB51915 
CRICOS: 095550F
Diploma of Leadership and Management

BSB61015
CRICOS CODE:089941G 
Adv. Diploma of Leadership and Management

SIS30315
CRICOS CODE: 091882G
Certificate III in Fitness

SIS40215
CRICOS CODE: 091883F
Certificate IV in Fitness

SIS50115
CRICOS CODE: 093810G
Diploma of Sports and Recreation Management

Links with industry

Practical applied learning in industry

Work placement

Integrated e-learning

Highly qualified and supportive staff

Career advisory program

Integrating local and international students

Looking for a Career Pathway
after your English Course?
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www.selceducation.com
SELC Australia Pty Ltd. ABN 34 051 281 380 - CRICOS code: 00051M - RTO: 91721

SELC Australia

SELCAustralia

@selcaustralia

@selcaustralia

SELC Australia

Level 2, 19-23 Hollywood Ave.
Bondi Junction, NSW 2022

Tel: +61 2 8305 5600
Fax: +61 2 9389 6977

Email: info@selc.com.au

Bondi Campus
Level M, 56-58 York St.
Sydney, NSW 2000

Tel: +61 2 9262 3403
Fax: +61 2 9262 3402

Email: info@selc.com.au

Sydney City CampusConnect

Lodge


